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**Precision and Recall**

- **true positives** are pixels that are correctly set, i.e. rendered for the original and for the simplified model.
- **false positives** are pixels that are wrongly set, i.e. rendered only for the simplified model.
- **false negatives** are pixels that are rendered for the original model, but not covered by the simplified one.

**Recall** is the quotient of correctly identified items (true positives) and all relevant items (sum of true positives and false negatives). Translated into this scenario: the ratio of correctly set pixels and the number of correctly set pixels plus the number of pixels that should have been rendered, but which are not covered by the pruned model.

**Precision** is defined as the ratio of correctly identified items (true positives) and all returned (sum of true positives and false positives). Here, when rendering a pruned model it is the ratio of pixels that are correctly set, i.e. they would have been rendered for the full-detail model as well, and the total number of set pixels.

**Optimized Aggregate Details**

The Precision-Recall diagram for different plant models for five different geometry levels \( l \) and varying scaling values. An interesting case is for example the Ulmus model (right): it does not benefit from scaling for higher \( l \)-values, and scaling even lowers the PR-score.

Comparison between different scale values. Red: scale value according to Cook et al. \[CHPR07\] \( s = 3 \cdot l \). Green: user-preferred scale value (median). Blue: optimal scaling value found using PR scores. Scaling does not improve the PR-scores for this model when more than 60% of the original geometry is rendered. This is also reflected in the preferred scaling values obtained from the user study.